I. INTRODUCTION
A single-shot multi-color imaging method is demanded in various fields. Such imaging is attained with a white-light source. A broadband femtosecond pulse from a titaniumsapphire oscillator can be used as the white light, and has been applied to multiplex coherent anti-stokes Raman scattering (CARS) 1 and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) microscopies. 2, 3 This light source is stable and even the shotnoise limited signal to noise ratio (SNR) can be attained. 3 However, in the pump-probe measurements with this type of probe-light source, an additional pump-light source is often necessary, 2, 3 which significantly increases the cost and requires the synchronization of these light sources within the pulse durations.
A supercontinuum (SC) light source with a photonic crystal fiber (PCF) 4 is a promising candidate for such imaging due to octave-spanning-wavelength white light generation with low input pulse-energy, and has been applied in fluorescent microscopy, [5] [6] [7] CARS microscopy, 8, 9 SRS microscopy, [10] [11] [12] and so on. 13 Although the generation of the SC light by the PCF provides low-cost systems, easy handling, and adjustment of the optics, rendering the additional pump light source and an optical amplifier unnecessary, the SC pulsed light is significantly unstable and can result in very high levels of source-induced noise, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] which is a serious obstacle to high-speed multi-color imaging applications. To overcome this problem, the nature of the noise has been studied [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] and several noise reduction methods [19] [20] [21] have been developed.
Another way to solve this problem is through the development of noise cancelling methods, one of which is balanced detection. 22, 23 The source light is split into probe and reference lights. Only the probe light is used to measure a sample, then both lights are detected by the other detectors and the detected signal of the reference light is subtracted from that of the probe light. The optical intensity noises appear in-phase on the probe light and the reference signals, and measured information only appears on the probe light. Thus, only the noise is cancelled out by the subtraction. However, this balanced detection has the following problems. First, the probe and reference lights are detected through different optical paths, which create an artifact image through undesirable effects such as reflection, scattering, and/or absorption by the sample, which modulate only the probe light. It is desirable for the light paths of both the probe and reference lights to go through the same sample position to also subtract these effects. Second, the probe and reference lights are detected by different detectors, which is problematic, particularly when applied to spectroscopy with the SC light. In the balanced detection for each wavelength through dispersing the white light, the probe and reference lights must be dispersed and detected in exactly the same conditions, due to the spectrally uncorrelated nature of the noise. 24 The detection of the probe and reference lights by the different detectors requires the rigorous operation of two spectrographs in the same state, which significantly complicates the system. Therefore, it is desirable in spectroscopy for both lights to be detected by a single photodetector through a single spectrograph. Furthermore, even for various applications such as sensors and imaging systems using comparative type schemes, the desired goal is detection without unbalance.
The first problem of the intensity unbalance between the probe and reference lights can be solved with the autobalanced scheme. 25 In this scheme, the probe and reference lights are detected by different photodetectors, and the gains of the pre-amplifiers for each lights are dynamically controlled to correct the intensity unbalance based on their direct current (DC) components of the outputs. The response speed of the dynamic gain control is set as sufficiently faster than the speed of scanning in the imaging and adequately slower than the speed of the intensity modulation (signal) of the probe light. However, the auto-balanced scheme still cannot solve the abovementioned second problem in spectroscopy attributed to the different detectors for the probe and reference lights.
The abovementioned problems can be solved by the collinear balanced detection (CBD) method, 26 in which both the probe and reference lights are lock-in detected by a single PD. The arrival of the reference light is optically delayed against that of the probe light for half of the lock-in cycle. However, this method is not suited for simultaneous multicolor imaging with white light. The degree of the noise cancelling directly depends on the balance between the optical intensities of the probe and reference lights. Therefore, the equal intensities of the probe and reference lights are required at any wavelength, simultaneously. Unfortunately, the equal splitting of the white light at whole wavelengths is difficult for practically applicable optics. Some detection devices and/or methods are needed to compensate for this optical unbalance.
In this paper, we report the development of a balanced detector that solves the abovementioned problems, and show that it is suited for the multi-color imaging with the white light. In this method, the probe and reference lights are detected by a single detector, which allows for the elimination of artifact signals other than the stimulation on the sample and enables the spectral dispersion of the probe and reference lights through a single spectrograph. Furthermore, the optical unbalance between the probe and reference lights' intensities is compensated electrically in the circuit. In our method, the optical paths of the probe and reference lights are common through the sample, and thus the auto-balanced scheme is not necessary due to common effects by the sample other than stimulation by the pump light. Through these features, the developed balanced detector provides complete noise cancelling, simultaneously, at any wavelength.
Additionally, the effect of this balanced detection is demonstrated through its application to the SRS microscopy of polystyrene (PS) beads with the monochromatic pump light and white probe light of the SC light from the PCF. 11 In observation of the SRS signals, at least two pulsed lasers at different wavelengths are precisely overlapped spatially and temporally on the sample. When the energy difference between the pump and probe lights equates to a vibrational energy of a molecule, a photon of the higher energy light is annihilated and a photon of the lower energy light is generated. The SRS signals are observed as a reduction in the intensity of the shorter wavelength or an increase in that of the longer wavelength. These reduction and increase are due to stimulated Raman loss and gain process, respectively. In this paper, the stimulated Raman loss signal of the PS beads is observed and images of the beads are captured with the white probe-light of shorter wavelength and the monochromatic pump-light of longer wavelength. Figure 1 is a block diagram of the balance detection system. White pulsed light is split into probe and reference pulsed lights. The reference pulse is delayed by about half the cycle of the repetition through the additional optical path. The probe and reference pulses are spatially overlapped on a beam splitter, aligned collinearly, and irradiated on a sample with the pump pulse synchronous only to the probe pulse. Then, the probe and reference pulses are spectrally dispersed by the common spectrograph and a wavelength component is input to a common fast PD. The detected signals are amplified to an appropriate level by a pre-amplifier (PA) and sent to a multiplier (ML).
II. PRINCIPAL OF OPERATION
The synchronous signal is sent to a band pass filter (BPF) of pulse-repetition frequency to obtain the fundamental sinusoidal signal, and its phase is adjusted by a phase shifter (φ). The sinusoidal signal is converted to a square wave by the comparator (CMP). A voltage bias (B) is applied to the square wave to compensate for the unbalance between the probe and reference pulses, and then sent to the ML. The signs of the probe and reference pulses are flipped in the ML by the square wave. The output from the ML is averaged through a low-pass filter (LPF), and thus the output is (1 + B) × (probe signal)
The output is the difference signal between the probe and reference signals.
The common optical path from the sample through the spectrograph to the detector enables common spectral dispersion with the single spectrograph of the white probe and reference pulses, completing noise cancellation for each wavelength. The square wave for sign flipping renders the strict half-cycle delay of the pulse repetition unnecessary for the reference pulse, which simplifies the adjustment of the optical path. The sharp flank of the square wave also enables the application of a low repetition-rate pulsed-laser system. It is essential to compensate for the optical unbalance by using the balanced detector when applying to spectroscopy. The ratios of splitting the white pulse light into the probe and reference pulses vary in different wavelengths due to imperfections in optical devices, such as beam splitters. The optical unbalance results in imperfect noise cancelling at some wavelengths. This problem is solved by using the circuit to compensate for the deviation of the splitting ratio, and complete noise cancellation is realized in the whole wavelength region simultaneously by preparing the balanced detector for each wavelength.
The signal intensity, compared to the circuit noise (CN), can be enhanced by a resonator of its resonant frequency at the pulse repetition attached to the input of the PA. This circuit noise is due to the thermal noise of resistors, active devises such as operation amplifiers (OP amp.) and ML, dark current shot noise of the PD, and exogenous noise, which are independent of light input power. However, the signals are detected as alternative current (AC) in this case, and thus the B does not compensate for the optical unbalance. Additionally, the noise cancelling performance is more sensitive to the optical delay of the reference pulse. The optical unbalance can, however, be addressed by adjusting the optical delay and the phase of the synchronous signal as described in the following.
Let the resonated probe and reference signals and the biased square wave be expressed in the time domain as p(t), r(t), and sq(t), respectively:
where j, c.c., T, T, s(t), and n(t) are the imaginary unit, the complex conjugate, the repetition period, the optical delay of the reference pulse, the optical signal intensity to be observed, and the optical intensity noise, respectively. The symbols a and b are the optical splitting weights (a + b = 1). The δ determines the delay of the square wave against the probe signal, and δ = 0 indicates that the peaks of the probe signal are positioned at the centers of the square-wave boxes. The output signal from the ML is calculated as follows:
This output is averaged through the LPF. The output from the LPF of time constant (TC) of τ ( T) is as follows:
where
When the time constant of the LPF is sufficiently lager than the optical delay (τ T), the terms are approximated as follows:
The output signal is thus expressed as follows:
The value of B is found to have no effect on the output, as expressed in Eq. (9), and the B term cannot compensate for the optical unbalance (a = b). Here, the SN is derived from shot noise of optical current of the PD. The SN is proportional to the square root of the optical current. The SN is also proportional to the absolute value of the gain of the circuit for optical input determined by δ and T. Note that the noise powers are doubled due to two time measurements of the optical currents for the probe and reference lights. When the optical delay is set as the half cycle of the repetition ( T = T/2), the output and SNR are calculated as follows:
The SNR is maximized when the probe and reference signals are optically balanced (a = b) and the term δ is set to 0. The optical unbalance (the case of a = b) cannot be addressed by adjusting any parameters, and this unbalance limits the SNR. The selection of T as an appropriate value, however, enables the compensation for this unbalance. By setting T to, for example, the quarter cycle ( T = T/4), the output and the SNR are represented as follows:
Here, the residual optical noise caused by the unbalance is canceled out by adjusting the δ term as follows:
where z is an integer value. In this case, the SNR is maximized when the intensities of the probe and reference signals are balanced (a = b), and δ = T/4 + zπ . When the CN is the dominant noise source, the maximum SNR is reduced by a factor of 1/ √ 2, compared to that in the case of T = T/2, due to 1/ √ 2 reduction of the circuit gain for the signal and independence of the CN on this gain. However, when the SN is dominant, the maximum SNR is the same as the case of T = T/2, since the SN is also factored by 1/ √ 2 reduction of the gain for optical input.
III. ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT OF BALANCED DETECTOR
The circuits around the PD and the PAs are shown in Fig. 2 . Details of the residual circuits are shown in the supplementary material. 24 An avalanche photo-diode (APD) (S5343, HAMAMATSU) reverse biased at 150 V is used as the fast PD. The PAs are based on OP amp. of LMH6609 and prepared in two forms.
The first form ( Fig. 2(a) ) is composed of a 510 transimpedance amplifier (TIA) for direct signal amplification. No compensation capacitor is inserted in the feedback loop of the TIA. The bandwidth of the TIA is given by the geometric mean value of the corner frequency of the feedback loop and the unity-gain bandwidth of the OP amp. At this mean frequency, the feedback effect disappears. From 15 pF junction capacitance of the APD and the 510 feedback register, the corner frequency is calculated as 20 MHz. The unitygain bandwidth of the LMH6609 is 900 MHz, and thus the bandwidth of the TIA is 136 MHz. This TIA is followed by a 24.6 dB amplifier of 3 cascaded 8.2 dB inverting amplifiers. Although the designed gains of the respective amplifiers are 13.5 dB, the actual measured values are 8.2 dB.
The second (Fig. 2(b) ) is a 6 dB non-inverting amplifier with a resonator (resonant amplifier, RA) followed by the 24.6 dB amplifier mentioned above. The resonant loadimpedance of the resonator is 750 . The input impedance of the OP amp. is sufficiently large and thus the non-inverting amplifier functions as a buffer for the resonator. The resonator enhances the gain of the amplifier only around resonant frequency and higher SNR is expected. Note that the resonance frequency is determined not only by the capacitance and the inductance of the elements but also by the junction capacitance of the APD, the floating capacitance, and the floating inductance.
The multiplier is AD835. The value of δ is adjusted by the cable length and/or by a feedback capacitance of an OP amplifier based phase shifter. The LPF for the averaging of the sign-flipped signals is composed of 16 kHz cut-off RC passive-LPF. The signal is then filtered through a 9 kHz cutoff active-LPF and a 0.4 kHz cut-on active high-pass filter with 20 dB gain to increase the dynamic range.
IV. OPTICAL SETUP
The experimental setup (Fig. 3) is slightly modified from that in our previous work. 11 The light source is a mode-locked titanium-sapphire oscillator (Mira 900P, COHERENT). The duration time, repetition rate, and average power are 2.5 ps, 76.3 MHz, and 550 mW, respectively. The back-reflected light from the optics is rejected by a Faraday isolator (I-7090C-2H, ISOWAVE) to protect the laser from instability. The pulsed laser beam is split into two by a beam splitter (BS1) with 67% transmissivity (T) and 33% reflectivity (R), corresponding to the probe and pump lines, respectively.
The 67% transmitted beam is introduced into a microscope objective (40× magnification, numerical aperture (NA) = 0.65) and coupled with a 18.8-cm-long piece of PCF. The PCF (PM-NL-750, NKT) is of the polarization-maintaining type. The angle of the polarization plane of the input light is adjusted by a half-wave plate to maximize the efficiency of the conversion into white light. The output light is collimated by another microscope objective lens (40×, NA = 0.65). The polarization plane of the collimated white light is adjusted with a Glan-Thompson prism (GTPC-08-20AN, SIGMAKOKI). The beam diameter is expanded by a 1.5 × inverted Galilean telescope with a f = −100-mm concave lens and a f = 150- mm convex lens to fill the entrance pupil of the objective on the microscope. The white pulsed-light beam is split into the probe and reference beams by a broadband polarizing beam splitter (PBS) (PBS252, THORLABS). The splitting intensity ratio is adjusted by the polarizer. The polarizer is also important to stabilize the polarization plane. The polarization plane of the SC light fixed with a PCF may be randomly rotating by a small amount of angle for pulse after pulse, even when the PCF is the polarization-maintaining type. The fluctuation of the polarization plane results in a fluctuation in the intensity splitting ratio due to the splitting-ratio dependency on polarization. Not only PBSs but also other beam splitters have this polarization dependency. Therefore, the stabilization of the polarization plane is essential to cancel out the intensity noise of the probe pulse. The reference beam is delayed for about a half cycle of repetition through an additional optical path, and then spatially overlapped and aligned collinearly with the probe beam on the PBS. The wavelength components of larger than ∼780 nm in the probe and reference lights are rejected by a slightly inclined from normal incidence 800-nm cut-off interference dichroic mirror (DM) (FES0800, THORLABS).
The 37% of reflected pump beam intensity at BS1 is sent to a delay stage to adjust the arrival time on the sample and ensures that it overlaps temporally only with the probe beam. The beam is chopped at a frequency of 4.48 kHz with a mechanical chopper (Model 3501, New Focus). The beam is guided to the 1.5× inverted Galilean telescope with a f = −200-mm concave lens and f = 300-mm convex lens to fill the entrance pupil of the objective on the microscope. The pump, probe, and reference beams are overlapped on the DM and are aligned to be collinear. The beams are input to a 40×, NA = 0.85 objective and tightly focused on the sample. The sample is placed on a computer-controlled piezo-scanning stage (MAX311D/M, THORLABS). The light reflected from the sample is collected with the objective and reflected by a pellicle beam splitter (BS2) with 92% T and 8% R to a CCD camera to confirm the spatial overlap of the beams. The lights transmitted through the sample are collimated by a condenser lens (NA = 1.4). The wavelength components that are longer than 780 nm in the probe and reference lights with 800-nm pump light are removed by the inclined 800-nm cut-off interference short-pass filter (FES0800, THORLABS).
The probe beam and reference beam are coupled with an optical fiber (LG-455-020, ACTON) by a convex lens (f = 50 mm) and sent to a 300-mm focal-length spectrograph (SpectraPro-300i, ACTON) equipped with a 1200 g/mm grating ( Fig. 3(b) ). The specified resolution power is 0.1 nm, and the dispersion is 2.7 nm/mm. The entrance slit width is set to 250 μm and the spectrum is imaged onto the facet of a 16 × 128 quartz fiber bundle array in the spectrograph. The core and clad diameters are 100 and 110 μm, respectively, and the entrance size is 1.8 × 16.5 mm. The spectrum is divided into 128 wavelengths, and each of the 16 fibers of the same wavelength component are bundled. A wavelength component is input into the present balanced detector. The synchronous signal for the sign flipping is accessed from the laser oscillator. The output from the balanced detector is input into a digital signal-processing lock-in amplifier (Model 7210, SIGNAL RECOVERY). The reference signal is generated by the chopper controller.
V. EXPERIMENT

A. Noise cancelling performance without resonator
The objective and condenser lenses on the microscope were removed and no sample was set. The 800-nm pump beam was blocked. A variable neutral density (ND) filter was inserted before the 50 mm convex lens for coupling with the optical fiber to adjust the optical input power. The spectra of the white probe light and the white reference light at the microscope were measured with a spectrometer (USB4000, Ocean Optics). The 643.07 nm component of the white light was coupled to the APD. The optical input power was measured at the output of the bundled optical fiber of 16 fibers from the spectrograph, which is coupled to the APD. The value of δ term was set to 0, and the noises were measured with the lock-in amplifier at a lock-in frequency of 4.48 kHz and the time constant of 1 s. The noises were evaluated as root-mean-square (RMS) values of 140 times measurements. The CN was evaluated by applying the 150 V reverse voltage-bias on the APD without optical input. First, to evaluate the optically balanced case, the value of B term was set to 0 and then chopped probe or reference light was input. The polarizer was adjusted so that the lights' outputs were equal. The noise of the probe light was evaluated by blocking the reference light and inputting the nonchopped probe light. The noise in balanced detection was evaluated by inputting both the probe and reference lights. Second, the optical powers of the probe and reference lights were displaced by adjusting the polarizer. The noises of the probe light and that in the balanced detection were measured as mentioned above. Third, the B term was applied so that the outputs of the chopped probe and reference lights were equal in maintaining that optical unbalance. The noises of the probe light and that in the balanced detection were evaluated.
B. Effect of resonator on a preamplifier
The optical setup was the same as in the case without the resonator. First, the optical delay of the reference light was set as half the cycle of the repetition, and the phase of the synchronous signal was set as 0 ( T = T/2 and δ = 0). The powers of the probe and reference lights were balanced by the polarizer, as mentioned above, and then the noise cancellation was evaluated. Second, the optical delay was set as a quarter cycle and the phase was adjusted as a quarter of π ( T = T/4 and δ = π /4). Then, the noise cancellation was evaluated. Third, the optical powers were unbalanced and the noise cancellation was measured. Fourth, the value of δ term was adjusted so that the outputs of the chopped probe and reference lights were balanced, and then the noise cancellation was evaluated.
C. Raman loss imaging of polystyrene beads
The Raman loss images of the PS beads were captured through the balanced detectors with or without the resonator. The observation wavelength was set to 643.07 nm, which corresponds to the 3050 cm −1 Raman shifts and the Raman band of the aromatic CH stretching mode of the PS. The sample was prepared as 4-μm PS beads on a glass slide. A dispersion of PS beads (Invitrogen) was dropped onto a glass slide and left to dry, and then covered by a 0.17-mm-thick cover-glass. In the imaging, the pump light was chopped at 4.48 kHz. For both circuits, the powers of the probe and reference lights were balanced, with the values of T and δ set as T/2 and 0, respectively. The piezo stage and lock-in amplifiers are computer-controlled (LabVIEW 8.5 software), and the signals are observed point-by-point with the scanning of the sample. 
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Noise cancelling performance without resonator
The spectra of the white probe and reference lights through DM at the microscope are mentioned in Fig. 4 , and their spectra are different from each other due to the unbalanced parameters of the characteristics of the optics components. The outputs of the chopped probe and reference lights at various input powers of the probe light for the optically balanced case are shown in Table I . The optical unbalances are adjusted so that the output difference is smaller than 0.5%. Figure 5 shows the noise cancelling performance with the PA of the TIA. The red dotted line shows the actual measured CN without input light. The CN is 2.5 × 10 −5 V/ √ Hz. This result clearly indicates the optical noise of the probe light (the orange plots in Fig. 5 ) is cancelled (the red plots) to the CN by this balanced detection. Figure 5(b) shows the normalized noise by the output of the chopped probe light. In this input power range, the noise cancelling performance is improved proportionally to the optical input power, since the performance is limited by the CN, which is independent on the input power. The maximum cancellation is 15 dB in this experimental condition (at the input power of 0.132 μW).
The optical unbalance is set as that the optical input powers of the probe and reference lights are set as 0.146 μW and 0.109 μW, and their outputs of the chopped lights are 1.10 V and 0.821 V, respectively. In this case, the probe noise (the light green triangle plots) is not completely cancelled and (1) and (2): calculated shot noise without and with the excess noise of the APD, respectively; (3) and (4): calculated and observed circuit noise; (5) and (6): noise on the probe light and that on the balanced detection in the optical balanced case; (7) and (8): those in the optical unbalanced case without the compensation; (9) and (10) 5.3 dB residual noise remained toward the CN (the dark green triangle plots). This happens when white light is split into probe and reference lights; that is, when their powers are optically balanced at a particular wavelength, those in the different wavelengths are unbalanced due to the unbalance of the optics (Fig. 4) . Therefore, although the optical noise at particular wavelengths can be completely cancelled out by adjusting the optical balance, the noises at different wavelengths cannot be cancelled out without some compensation. This effect requires the compensation on the detection side for the optical unbalanced parameters of optical components. This unbalance is addressed by adjustment of the B term, so that the outputs of the probe and reference lights are 0.956 V and 0.953 V, respectively. With the addition of the B term, the noise of the probe light (light blue square plots) is cancelled out (dark blue square plots) nearly to the CN (0.7 dB remained against the CN). This result demonstrates that the optical unbalance which is difficult to be eliminated using the optics can be addressed by the present balanced detector represented by the term B.
The lower-limit noise is determined not by the optical intensity noise or the SN, but by the CN of the circuit. The SN current with the APD is expressed as follows:
Here, I L , I dg , I ds , q, W, M, and F denote photocurrent without multiplication, dark current component multiplied, dark current component not multiplied, electron charge, bandwidth, multiplication ratio, and excess noise factor, 27 respectively. This SN is larger by the F value than that of the PIN photodiodes. In our experimental condition, M, I d , F, and photo sensitivity at M = 1 are 105, 0.3 nA, 3.7, and 0.42 A/W, respectively. The black line in the Fig. 5 shows calculated output of the SN with the assumption of F = 1. The output gain in the calculation is the actual measured value. The brown solid and dotted lines are calculated SN and CN, respectively, with F = 3.7. This CN is calculated based on the thermal noise of the resistors and specifications of the active devices in the circuit. The value is 3.6 × 10 −6 V/ √ Hz under the assumption that all components of the dark current shot noise are multiplied. Note that these calculated powers of the noise components are factored by 2 (and thus the output RMS voltage is √ 2 times) compared to one time measurement of the optical current, since a pair of the optical currents for the probe and reference lights are measured. The observed CN value is much larger than the calculated CN (17 dB larger). This large noise source is probably due to the exogenous noise, and thus we expect the performance is improved by reinforcing shields of the circuit and cables. Table II shows the outputs of the chopped probe and reference lights from the circuit with and without the resonator, under the condition of optical balance, T = T/2 and δ = 0. The optical unbalances are adjusted so that the output difference is less than 1%. The transimpedance gain with the RA is 507 k at the resonant frequency and 2.9 times larger than that with the TIA (174 k ). The calculated and observed CN TABLE II. Output signal intensities of the probe and reference lights with the RA vs optical input power at the APD. (1) and (2): calculated shot noise without and with the excess noise of the APD, respectively; (3) and (4): calculated and observed circuit noise; (5): the observed circuit noise with the TIA preamplifier for comparison; (6) and (7): noise on the probe light and that on the balanced detection; (8) and (9) with the RA are 3.8 × 10 −6 V/ √ Hz (the brown dotted line in Fig. 6 ) and 8.0 × 10 −6 V/ √ Hz (the purple dotted line), respectively, and the observed CN is closer to the calculated one (6.5 dB larger than calculated one) than that with the TIA. Despite the larger gain with the RA than with the TIA, the observed CN with the RA is smaller than that with the TIA (the red dotted line). This result explains rejection of the exogenous noise at other than the resonant frequency by the resonator.
B. Effect of resonator on preamplifier
The probe noise indicated by the pink star plots is cancelled to the purple star plots by the balanced detection, and this balanced detected noise is raised as the optical input is increased. This input-power dependence can be nearly fully explained by the calculated shot noise with the excess noise (the brown solid line). That is, the CN is reduced through rejection of the exogenous noise by the resonator, and, as a result, the near SN (with the excess noise) limited noise-cancellation is attained. Just due to the larger gain of the PA with the RA, the probe light noise with the RA is larger than that with the TIA (the orange plots). To compare SNR between the circuits with and without the resonator, the normalized noise by the output of the probe light is shown in Fig. 6(b) . Although the normalized probe-light noises with and without the resonator are nearly the same, the normalized balance-detected noise is significantly reduced with the resonator. This result demonstrates that the amplification of the signal and the rejection of the exogenous noise enhance the SNR by 11 dB at ∼0.1 μW optical input, from the case without the resonator, and a 24 dB noise reduction is achieved at this optical intensity level.
One might assume that an increase in the Q value of the resonator still enhances the signal intensity and modifies the performance. The higher Q value, however, prolongs response time. Additionally, it results in a high susceptibility to the ambient conditions and instability of the signal phase, reducing robustness. The attachment of the resonator sacrifices the effect of the term B. In fact, when the optical balance is displaced, the B term cannot compensate for this unbalance. One method that enables the B term to compensate for the unbalance is providing a gain to the PA also for the DC component of the signal, for example, by inserting the parallel couple of a resister and a capacitor in series with the resonator. Another method is the half-wave rectification of the output from the PA.
However, another way to compensate for the optical unbalance is performed by adjusting the value of δ. As mentioned in Sec. II, a proper setting of T as T/4 allows δ to compensate. In the optically balanced case, the outputs of the probe and reference lights at various optical input powers are shown in Table III , and the outputs differ in less than 1%. The gain is 383 k and this value is 2.4 dB smaller than those in the case of T = T/2. This reduction is similar in value to 3 dB, as predicted by Eq. (13) . Figure 7 shows the experimental results and theoretical calculations for the case of T = T/4. The black and brown solid lines indicate the calculated SN without and with excess noise. These values are reduced by 3 dB from those in Fig. 6 due to the gain reduction by 3 dB for optical current. The brown and purple dotted lines are the calculated and observed CN, respectively. They are independent of the T and δ, and thus exactly the same as those in 
(10)
(8) (1) and (2): calculated shot noise without and with the excess noise of the APD, respectively; (3) and (4): calculated and observed circuit noise; (5) and (6): noise on the probe light and that on the balanced detection for the optical balanced case; (7) and (8): those with the half cycle delay in the reference line; (9) and (10) 6 . The probe light noise (the orange pentagonal plots) is cancelled close to the calculated SN (the red pentagonal plots) also with this method, and 23 dB noise cancelling is attained with the 0.88 μW optical input power. The RMS voltage of the balance detected noise of this method is smaller than that of the T = T/2 case, due to the 3 dB smaller gain for the optical current containing the SN current. The normalized balance detected noise (red pentagonal plots in Fig. 7(b) ) shows almost the same SNR as that of the T = T/2 case due to the near SN limited noise cancelling, in which the gain for the SN is also diminished by the same amount of the probe light from the T = T/2 case.
The optical unbalance is set in such a way that the optical input powers of the probe and reference lights are 0.097 μW and 0.072 μW respectively, and their outputs are 1.54 V and 1.20 V, respectively. In this case, the reduction of the probe noise by cancellation (the light green triangle plot) is 11 dB and the residual noise remains at a level of 15 dB toward the calculated SN (the dark green triangle plot). Then, the δ term is adjusted as the output voltages of the probe and reference lights are 1.35 V and 1.34 V, respectively. The noise cancellation is as large as 19 dB (the blue square plot) by this adjustment. This result clearly shows that the optical unbalance produced by the wavelength dependency of the optics can be corrected by the developed balanced detector by adjusting the δ term when the resonator is introduced to enhance the signal intensity.
Through this method, the compensation of the optical unbalance and the same amount of the enhancement of SNR by the resonator as in the case of T = T/2 are simultaneously attained with the adequate optical input power for the near SN limited performance, although the more optical input power is required by 3 dB than that for the T = T/2 case to achieve the SN limited performance. The left (Figs. 8(a) and 8(c) ) and the right (Figs. 8(b) and 8(d) ) panels show the images without and with the reference light, respectively. The image and pixel sizes are 10 × 10 μm and 0.25 × 0.25 μm, respectively. The average power of the white probe beam and the power of the 800-nm pump beam are 4.3 and 78 mW, respectively, at the sample position, and the TC of the lock-in detection and dwelling times are 0.3 s and 0.6 s, respectively. The pseudo-color scales of all of the images are the same. Without the resonator, almost no modification of the image quality is observed (b). This is due to the low signal intensities of the probe and reference lights, and thus the Raman loss signal is at a comparable level with the CN through the reflection and the scattering by the sample. The main origin of the noise in image (a) is not the optical intensity fluctuation, which can be cancelled out, but the inextinguishable CN. However, the noise in image (c) is significantly reduced (d) with the resonator. The probe signal containing the Raman loss signal is sufficiently amplified over the CN by the resonator, and thus the principal noise in image (c) is not the CN, but the fluctuation in the probe light intensity. This optical fluctuation is successfully cancelled out by the reference signal, and the image is significantly modified (d).
C. Raman loss imaging of polystyrene beads
VII. CONCLUSION
We have developed a balanced detector with a single photodetector. The optical intensity unbalance between the probe and reference lights is electrically compensated by the present detector. Detection with a single photodetector enables the common optical path from a sample through a spectrograph to the detector. This is significantly advantageous in spectroscopy with a white probe light. The cancelling of noises non-correlated among wavelengths requires exactly the same spectral dispersions of the probe and reference lights. If their optical paths are different, two spectrometers are required in exactly the same condition, which significantly complicates the system and reduces its robustness. The common optical path is advantageous also for the application to imaging. The effects other than stimulations on the sample synchronous to the probe pulsed light can be also cancelled out, such as the reflection, the scattering, and the absorption through the sample.
The circuit can compensate for the optical unbalance to achieve complete noise cancellation of the white probe light, simultaneously, in whole wavelength region. The noise cancellation directly depends on the balance between the probe signal and the corresponding reference signal, and the highest improvement is achieved at the equal signal intensities between the two. Therefore, the maximum noise reduction in full wavelength range without the compensation requires equal optical splitting in the whole wavelength range, which is extremely difficult with the practically available optics. To cancel noise simultaneously in the broad wavelength range, this optical unbalance can be addressed by the developed balanced detectors, and the best improvement in SNR is attained simultaneously at any wavelength.
The sign flipping by the square wave renders it unnecessary to position the reference pulses rigorously at the center between the probe pulses. This produces easy adjustment of the optical path length of the delay of the reference line. Additionally, it enables the application to low-repetition pulsed laser systems.
The signal amplification by the resonator on the photodetector effectively enhances SNR. However, the resonator attachment has two drawbacks. First, the phase differences among the signals and the synchronous signal of the pulse repetition sensitively affect the performance. Second, the term B cannot compensate for the optical unbalance due to the lack of the DC component in the output from the PA. However, the optical unbalance can be corrected by adjusting the values of T and δ. In this paper, the optical intensity balance between the probe and reference lights is addressed by manually adjusting a variable resistor or a variable capacitor. This scheme should be modified to an automated adjustment for practical applications to the multi-wavelength measurements, and this automation can be readily done with a feedback scheme similar to the auto-balance scheme based on the DC component from a LPF on the ML. The developed balanced detector develops a way to high speed multi-color, multi-modal imaging and sensing applications across various fields by retaining the relatively low-cost, facile handling of the PCF for the SC light generation, and by eliminating the significant noise problem.
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